York Elementary 2017 – 2018 PD Cycle Calendar
LV = Yellow Highlighted Dates

2017-2018 Professional Learning Support Structure
- Alternate PD Mondays with PLC support the following week
- Observation and Feedback with Lisa (sign up for as many as you like ... all must have 1)
- .5 day release time for GLTs to write/revise CSs

Opening PD: Monday, July 31st and Tuesday, August 1st

CASE STUDIES RUNNING

MAC Focus
(strategies, teacher presence, goal setting and reflection with students, school-home relationships)

Faculty Learning Target:
I can use strategies from Management in the Active classroom to foster strong classroom crew relationships between and with students, and foster strong relationships with families.

August 21
September 11
MAC institute: September 14 – 16
September 25 – share out of buddy room strategies, success, etc., Adjust strategy w/ buddy as necessary; Consultancy Protocol (w consultancy protocol group)
October 2
October 9
(Conferences: October 17)
National Conference: October 26 – 29

LTs and CfUs for Purposeful USE
(supporting students becoming LOTOL, supporting teachers in formatively assessing their practice)

Faculty Learning Target:
I can purposefully use Learning Targets and Checks for Understanding throughout all teaching/learning so as to:
- support students in becoming Leaders of Their Own Learning
- assess and adjust my own teaching practices

November 6
(Math Night: November 14)
November 27
Evergreen Site Seminar – Rigorous LEs: December 4 – 5
December 11 = Case Study Night

Designing and Running CASE STUDIES with WORKSHOP MODELS and
STRATEGIC AND MEANINGFUL QUESTIONING that yield HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS

Faculty Learning Target:
I can design and implement Case Studies that increase student engagement and student achievement by:
  • maximizing workshop models and/or other inquiry based learning opportunities into those CSs
  • using deep, meaningful and strategic questioning protocols with students
  • supporting students in creating High Quality authentic products and projects

January 22
Scaffolding for HQW: January 22 – 24

February 5
(Reading Night: February 8)

February 12
(MWLC: February 28 – March 1 – Yvonne, Megan)

March 5
Primary Literacy: March 12 – 14
(Conferences: March 15)

March 19
April 9
** April 23 – High Quality Work Protocol (we will need an additional 30 minutes for HQW protocol; can we take it from May 14?)

May 7 = Case Study Night

** May 14 = IR and Reflections (whole group reflection + individual IR completion and then, you out)